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Consider ing Section 44(i) of the Constitut ion

T ELL 'EM  T O SH OVE IT
Tilly Houghton

During the obligatory call home to 
M ama and Papa this weekend, Dad asked me 
if I was enrolled to vote.  I said yes, and 
asked, knowing full well what the answer 
would be, what his vote would be. 
?No, obviously.?

I've been out to my parents for close to a 
decade.  When I did tell them, it was after a 
Pride rally, and in tears, I told my mum first. 
 She was, and always has been, completely 
fine? bar some concern about the 
discrimination I would face in life.  Dad, 
being a Catholic so staunch that he believes 
that George Pell is being slandered by the left 
wing media, warned me ?not to shove it 
down people's throats.?/

In the spirit of attempting to understand 
that people are idiosyncratic and complex, 

and that their opinions may cause harm 
without them meaning for it to be so, I asked 
him not ?Why,? but ?What has been an era 
with social cohesion and equality?? H is 
answer was the 1950s.

See, back then, people valued the 
family.  People valued togetherness and 
community.  Identity politics and political 
correctness were but distant abstract concepts 
with no meaningful weight to add to public 
discourse.  I noted that gay people did exist 
and, thinking of Alan Turing (who was 
chemically castrated because his sexuality was 
deemed ?gross indecency? under British law 
of the day), were subjugated in nearly every 
aspect of their existence. 

?N o, they just existed and nobody 
minded..." 
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Virginia Holdenson
This past month has seen our federal 

parliamentarians madly reading up on s44(i) 
of the Constitution and the cases of Sykes v 
Cleary and Sue v H ill, as they scramble to 
determine if they were legitimately elected to 
Parliament. As the list of potentially  
unlawfully elected M Ps increases day by day, 
and the reasons and excuses become more 
bizarre and convoluted, Australians are 
looking to the H igh Court to provide some 
clarity on the matter.

The decision of the H igh Court will be 
vital, not only for us law students, but also as 
the legitimacy of the Turnbull Government is 
dependent on a favourable outcome. 
Irrespective, however of the H igh Court?s 
decision, the question that will remain to be 
debated is whether Section 44(i) still has 
relevance and purpose in Australia today. 

This latest string of issues has 
reinvigorated the debate for reform of s44(i) 
of the Constitution. 2016 Census data 
reported that 49-percent of Australians had 
either been born overseas themselves or had 
one or both parents born overseas. Further 
statistics specifically relating to dual 
citizenship reported that in 2000, up to a 
quarter of Australians were dual citizens or 
eligible to become dual citizens. Proponents 
for reform argue that these statistics 
demonstrate that dual citizenship goes hand 
in hand with the diverse make-up of our 

society, and that requiring rescission of 
citizenship rights results in less reflective 
representation. However, having a parliament 
that is representative of society, whilst 
adhering to s44(i) of the Constitution, in the 
interests of securing the best possible future 
for all Australians, are not mutually exclusive.

In the late 1800's the idea of being a 
citizen of Australia or a citizen of N ew 
Zealand was incomprehensible. Our 
Constitution was drafted in such a way that 
Australia was part of a broader network of 
nations that made up the Commonwealth, 
with allegiance to the Crown. At such a time 
to have been born in N ew Zealand and 
subsequently be elected to Australian Federal 
Parliament did not require renunciation of 
any entitlements or privileges because N ew 
Zealand was not a foreign power and one was 
merely a British Subject. Amongst other 
reasons, the purpose of s44(i) was to ensure 
the interests of the Commonwealth were not 
in any way undermined by those who did not 
seek to advance the causes of the 
Commonwealth. 

But in a post-Australia Acts era, where 
the notion of the Commonwealth is merely 
something we all pay attention to every 
4-years when the Commonwealth Games 
comes around, should we really care if 
someone is a dual citizen?

If anything, I think s44(i) is more 
important in today?s global, technologically 

interconnected economy than it has been 
ever before. 

Our federal politicians, particularly 
M inisters are making critical decisions in 
areas of defence, trade and external affairs; 
when they do so it is expected that the 
interests of Australians are at the forefront of 
their mind. 

M aintaining a strict adherence to section 
44(i) is the only way to ensure that any 
appearance of bias against Australia in such a 
decision-making process is extinguished. 

M any continue to claim however that 
making an M P rescind their citizenship does 
not guarantee they will not have a bias 
towards that other country when making 
decisions. However, the expectation is not 
just that there be no actual bias, but also there 
be no appearance of bias, and in 
circumstances where an appearance of bias 
can be readily extinguished, that must be 
done.

Such a notion ought not be alien, similar 
practices are employed daily in the business 
world. A director who happens to sit on the 
board of directors of both a national telco and 
an institutional bank, would likely be 
required to step aside from a decision-making 
process by the telco when choosing which 
credit offering to accept. 

Unfortunately, unlike in the business 
world, an M P cannot indefinitely abstain 
from such critical decision making. Whilst 
we can never be sure of the factors that will 
influence any M P when making decisions, 
ensuring allegiance to Australia and only 
Australia via s44(i) of the Constitution is 
possible and is a tangible measure of an M Ps 
commitment to their duty to represent 
Australians above all others.

Finally, returning to the various M Ps 
who have found themselves caught up in this 
mess, I would personally posit that the 
purported lack of knowledge by: Scott 
Ludlam, Larissa Waters, M att Canavan, 
Barnaby Joyce, Fiona N ash and now N ick 
Xenophon of their dual citizenship* , is 
sufficient to provide Australians with comfort 
that decisions undertaken by these M Ps was 
done so in accordance with their allegiance 
and commitment to Australia above any to 
N ew Zealand, Canada, Italy or Britain.
*Note: On the facts the same cannot be said 
for M alcolm Roberts.  
Virginia Holdenson is a Second Year JD  
Student
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2084: A Future Presented by Herbert Smith Freehills
Nicholas Parry-Jones

?Oh boy, I hope I get selected!? my 
internal monologue chirped as I hit submit on 
the Linklaters Rose International M oot? . It 
was up to my wonderful LSS Competitions 
Directors of course. I blinked as my eyes 
readjusted to the light of the cramped seminar 
room, I was tired having attended Allens 
Yoga?  that morning, in the hopes some LSS 
would see me there and realise I was a good 
representative of the law school, but I knew 
all hope was lost, they'd just give the 
Linklaters Rose International M oot?   place 
to a friend of theirs, that probably had higher 
grades than me anyway.
 I looked to the image on the Corrs 
Chambers Westgarth Projector? . I'd done 
the readings, without even listening, I knew 
what was coming As if on cue, a snicker 
ripples across the 600 customers in my 
elective. Edelman CJ had delivered a stinging 
barb to a Gaudron J decision. Who can blame 
him, everyone knows Gaudron wasn't even in 
the LSS in his time.
 Class ends on that note and industrious  
customers begin to clamour all over each 
other to get down to the M ULSS Sausage 
Sizzle Brought to you by Bain and Co?  
before they ran out of white wine. There was 
a rumour that He might be there. I was going 
to go anyway, but now I had to make sure I 
looked good, in case He saw me.
 I was surprised they could even afford to 
pay for all the sausages and wine to feed the 
4000 strong cohort at M LS, but I knew He'd 
find a way. After all, a procession of LSS 
leaders had endorsed a large M LS as a strong 
M LS. He had overseen the installation of 
Ashurst Two Storey Desks?   across all 
classrooms, and apologised that there still 
wasn't enough seats in class for everyone, but 
rationalised the Depressed Persons Presented 
by KPMG?   won't attend, giving them a 
10% leeway. He is so wise.
 I sat and ate my sausage in the throng of 
people, looking for signs of H im, or any LSS 
for that matter. I knew if I just spoke to one of 
them for five minutes I would be able to 
convince them that I'm a good customer.

 A wide eyed customer thrust a flyer into 
my hand. The first year co opt disappeared 
before I had a chance to raise my head.I 
studied the multicultural cast of faces and 
bright text that adorned the piece in front of 
me: M ULSS LAW  CUSTOM ER S FOR 
REFUGEES! Presented by Citicorp?

Do you know that every year people flee 
war torn countries for a chance at better life. 
When they come to ?the lucky country? 
they're intercepted, separated and moved into 
imposing facilities, with no freedom in sight.

In honour of a former LSS leader, join us 
for a Lawyer's Picnic to learn from industry 
insiders about how to properly utilise  
commercial solutions from these 
economically distressed clients!
 A friend grabbed my sleeve, and before I 
knew it I was being pulled back through the 
Arnold Bloch Leibler Automatic Doors? , 
past the CO-BRAN DIN G IS POWER, 
PART YIN G IS STREN GTH posters, and 
into the level 2 bathrooms next to the Viagra 
M achines Presented by KPMG? . 

?M an, how can you eat that shit?? he 
motions to my wine and sausage.

?What do you mean? We need to go to 
M ULSS Parties to show we're joiner inners 
and have commercial acumen!?
?Don't you see!? This cheap meat and booze! 
Its poisoning you! It keeps you dumb and 
complacent, so you don't question when you 
get fucked! Don't you -?

?Hold on there buddy. Controlled 
consumption? I think you're mixing 
pastiches. This is more Orwellian and you 
seem to be going down a BN W path. Well, 
actually everything is derivative of Russian 
author Yev-?

?Shut up! Don't you care about class 
sizes? Lecture recordings! The Viz M oot!....?
 He was ranting again. He often ranted 
about The Other Place. A place that taught 
law that wasn't controlled by their LSS. He 
said they had smaller, recorded classes, faculty 
selection of ?students? for competition and 
less sponsorship. Partly, he said this was due 
to a party system where policies mattered and 

people worked for reelection.  It sounds sad to 
me. I don't know if it's a real place or not. It?s 
supposedly a long train ride away and as a post 
grad tickets are expensive, but I don't care. 
After all, He said the LSS doesn't need to 
worry about stuff out there, because the 
parties are always in the city.
 He always rationalises like that. It's like 
He just knows the answer. There's even a 
paper that He allows, in his mercy, to operate 
without LSS supervision. Though it's an open 
secret the Editors love him as much as I do, 
He's so affable.
 I worried about my friend, but then I 
realised, this is an opportunity. I quickly 
tapped out an email to the LSS 
Communications Directors, nominating my 
friend as a Gilbert+Tobin Subversive 
Person? , now they'll definitely recognise me.

I backed away slowly. Quickly grabbing 
some Viagra by KPMG? , maybe I can fulfil 
H is wish and produce a bevy of future M LS 
Customers this weekend.

He sighed as He got into the DLA Piper 
Elevator? . It had been a long day and it was 
only 2pm. He saw a familiar face.
 ?Hello, M r President.? She said with a 
smile. He beamed back at Her, and extended 
H is hand. In H is sleepiness, He forgot to 
verbalise.
 ?Well...I look forward to working with 
you? She said, stepping out at level 9.
 In H is one level journey of free time, H is 
mind turned to H is memories, memories of 
Her, not this weak, feckless woman ?acting? 
in her place. 

Together, they could have ruled. Her the 
faculty, H im the  customers and sponsors. 
Over late night cocktails they laughed at the 
common misconception of LSS loyalty, 
 discussed the importance of sponsorship 
moving forward, and made love. But 
inevitably, Her husband found out and put an 
end to it. The husband was some hot shot 
lawyer himself, but as she confessed, ?he 
wasn't even in the LSS in his day.? 
He was aware of the effect he had on women, 
but were they aware of the effect they had on 
H im?
 He pushed such thoughts to the back of 
his mind as He got off at level 10. H is phone 
was blowing up. Some Partner from 
Blackburn Gordon wanting space in the 
careers guide. They bought him chocolates. 
One of them contained nougat. He hated 
nougat.
 He answered the call, the desperate non 
corporate ambulance chaser was begging. He 
didn't listen,
 ?N ah mate? He hung up and walked 
into the applause of Conference Room 
Drinks Presented By the M U LSS.

Nicholas Parry-Jones is a Third Year JD  
Student
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AN  APPEAL T O 
T H E ST UDEN T  
BODY

Tell 'Em To Shove I t: Continued...
"...They weren't making the scenes they 

are today.  The gays didn't even want 
marriage.  They wanted to disband marriage. 
 But now they want to destroy marriage from 
the inside.? 

Call him an isolated example on the 
fringes? one who will never be convinced 
through any amount of campaigning or 
persuasion? but it is an example of the logic 
from the ?N o? voters.  Call me a cynic, but 
I'm not actually convinced that LGBTIQ 
people are as accepted as the wider 
metropolitan public would like to believe (if 
you don?t believe me, I invite you to walk 
down Sydney Rd holding the hand of 
someone who shares your gender).  When we 
say that we need to reason with the other side, 
and win the fight through the strength of 
persuasion, I?ve no need to wonder at whose 
expense this will be: LGBTIQ elders are 
astounding in how much work they have 
done for this community, but for those in 
rural areas, or with religious parents, or who 
are yet to come out (or all of the above, as was 
my case), this plebiscite will be horrendous.

N o, we didn't reach where we are today 
without a longstanding campaign to win over 
hearts and minds, as one anonymous De 
Minimis commenter wrote last week.  But we 
sure as shit didn't get here by politely asking, 

either.  Before Stonewall, there was the 
M attachine society.  After the AIDS crisis (let 
us never forget that it was once deemed ?gay 
cancer?) there was ACT UP.  In this country, 
systemic homophobia saw many of the deaths 
caused by gay-hate bashings across major 
cities go unprosecuted by Police, and ignored 
by the wider public.  

It is, quite frankly, ahistorical rubbish to 
hold the view that, with regards to the 
LGBTIQ community, ours were rights that 
gradually shifted over time by patiently 
listening to bigotry and using logic and reason 
to combat it.  Everything we have now is the 
result of an unimaginable amount of pain and 
anger; ultimately, it is because of the refusal of 
those before us to stay in the margins.

Sure, people will vote yes.  People will 
vote no.  A larger majority than I think we 
realise will abstain from voting at all, and in 
the midst of this, the underlying conclusion is 
that ours is a Parliament that cannot act as it 
has been prescribed to do.  It is supposed that 
it is the ?will of the people? embodied in the 
election of our executives, and yet each 
government has failed to take any meaningful 
action in spite of the fact that a wide majority 
of Australians support M arriage Equality 
(though I have my doubts).  Contrast that 
with the ease in which Howard?s amendment 

to the M arriage Act managed to pass 
through, and perhaps you?ll understand why I 
am wary at best about the results of this 
plebiscite? if it goes ahead at all.  

Equality takes time? but for a 
near-decade of rallying, engaging 
Parliamentarians, and arguing against 
proponents, I?ve finished tolerating poor logic 
that I?m expected to brush off with ease.  If an 
aspect of my identity is to be politicised in 
this way, then I will abso-fucking-lutely 
appeal with emotion, as well as reason.  I owe 
my current ability to hold hands with my 
girlfriend in public to trans women throwing 
bricks at cops? not from trying to convince 
Turnbull that I?m Just Like H im. 
Tilly Houghton is a Second Year JD  student 
who isn't so much 'Okay to be Gay' as she is 
'Seize the Means of Production and while 
you're at it, do it covered in glitter.'

Eliah Castiello
This semester I could not afford my 

textbooks. There were only two of them as 
well! Criminal Law and Procedure came in at 
$124.95 new (members save $8.75!), while 
Corporations could be fetched for a nifty 
$165.00 ? if I wanted the corporations 
legislation bundle (because who doesn?t) it 
would set me back $221.39. That?s a new 
textbook total of $189.95 on the lower end 
and a whopping $346.34 as a Co-op member 
for the higher. Trying to find these books in 
the library high use section has been a 
nightmare ? students have an understandable 
tendency to borrow them for months at a 
time. 

N ow, I?m lucky enough that the reason 
I could not afford textbooks is because I spent 
all my reserves on going to Geneva for the 
fantastic Institutions of International Law 
course (plug). M y financial instability is the 
result of my first-world adventures and not 
because I am from disadvantaged life 
circumstances. I do not regret my decision in 
the slightest, but it is worth noting I had a 
decision to make. 

I could go overseas or I could afford to 
have a book dedicated to director?s duties.  I 
feel, in the grand scheme of things, I chose 
correctly. Others are not so lucky. From my 
ivory tower I can whine all I want about the 

two textbooks I couldn?t afford, or I could 
look back in fond memory on the travels I 
did, and yet further back on the 20 odd 
textbooks I already own. M any students 
simply cannot imagine even having that 
choice. 

I have recently been elected as an Editor 
for the M elbourne Journal of International 
Law. One of the platforms I ran on with my 
two ticket compatriots was the creation of a 
practical library for M JIL M embers. The 
library would consist of textbooks lent to the 
Journal by M embers who were further along 
in their degree, to be borrowed by other 
M embers. The idea being that eventually, 
students need not all purchase books but can 
instead rely on the Journal to catch them 
when their semester ends up a financial 
pickle. We are just starting to populate the 
library; we have some 20 odd textbooks from 
M embers that will help coming M JILites 
(that?s what we call ourselves) through future 
semesters. The library is primarily based on a 
trust system, and will consist of the following 
rules:
 1. Any M JIL M ember can borrow from the 
library;
2. Books can be taken outside the M JIL 
office but not outside the law school area 
without Editor permission; 
3. Books will be returned to the M JIL office 
between uses;
4. M embers agree that any lost books will be 
replaced if the true owner asks them to be; 
and
5. The true owner can permanently remove 
the book when they desire. 

-  There will be a book sign-out sheet for 
books removed from our office, and a 
numbering system to better organise the 
books. It?s not a perfect system. Textbooks 
can get outdated very quickly, and demand 
for textbooks is high. That said, it?s 
something we hope to work out over the 
coming year so that our M embers can feel 
that tiny bit more secure. 

M y appeal is this: set something similar 
up in your own student association. It 
requires a bit of management, trust and effort 
but ultimately it improves the wellbeing of 
your society. It might stop absurd textbook 
prices weighing on your M embers minds or 
help them avoid the financial burden of a 
somewhat irrelevant textbook. 

There are definitely other uses for your 
old textbooks. You can sell them, donate 
them to the fantastic LSS textbook donation 
program or use them for kindling. There are 
also cheaper ways to find textbooks if you?re 
looking for something more permanent ? the 
LSS Book Fairy program, purchasing second 
hand books or sneaking online to download 
an e-copy (the last of which is by no means 
condoned by myself or M JIL). 

Textbook or otherwise, I have felt since 
the early days of my time at M LS that my 
wellbeing support is in the hands of the 
student body and not through M LS 
programs. If you are fortunate enough that 
you have textbooks to spare, consider 
establishing a little student library of your 
own ? you are more than welcome to use the 
above format. 

Eliah Castiello is a Second Year JD  Student
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KEEPIN G UP WIT H  T H E BOGAN S
Qodratullah Sultani

Well, where shall I start? So much 
happening in Australia and the world right 
now that I actually find solace in law cases 
and funny old judgments when the world gets 
tough. 

I have to say it is tough times. It is tough 
growing up a minority, especially a Muslim 
in a Western country. The state of world 
affairs is not looking good. Just when we 
thought that things were getting better for 
our generation, it is becoming worse; we are 
seeing more hate, more wars and more 
famine. 

Last week, the leader of the One N ation 
party, Pauline H anson, thought she was 
kick-starting a great debate about banning the 
Burqa. She did. I personally was shocked as a 
Muslim. She was making fun of Muslims and 
that behavior only encourages hate in this 
country. Isn?t the Muslim community 
already dealing with so much? Why can?t she 
say ?ban the Burqa? and argue with substantial 
reasons in parliament rather than showcasing 
a garment? Why do we have to mock other 
people?s culture or religion? Cory Bernardi 
explicitly stated that he believes 'our culture is 
superior to others' in an interview with 
Andrew Bolt, another fellow who never 
finished his Arts degree and a denier of the 
stolen generation. This is bogus! 

I certainly am not in favor of women 
wearing the Burqa. But when they want to, 
who are we to stop them? Are we all not free 
to wear as much or as little as we want. But I 
guess the argument is elsewhere. It is typical 
bogan logic to see our country as a land of the 
British Empire and read our history as 
something of a superior nature than all the 
histories of the world. This is Cultural 
Supremacism. That is you do what we order 
you to do. 

I don?t think the taste of beer compared 
to the taste of Indian curry can be described 
as superior or inferior. The burqa, hijab or 
any other dress is more cultural than 
religious. Any human, male or female, would 
cover themselves in sandstorms such as those 
typical in  M iddle Eastern countries. You 
might have seen Arab men covering their 
head as well. Islam is a religion not a culture, 
although some may view it otherwise. 
Pakistanis are more culturally close to India 
than Arab countries. Indonesia and M alaysia 
are more culturally close to other Asian 
countries than to Arab countries.   

We have to accept that there are other 
cultures and religions. That respect should be 
for all human beings not just those with 
whom we have more things in common. The 
leaked telephone call between the Australian 
Prime M inister M alcolm Turnbull and 
President Trump is another sickening event 
that shows the lack of respect for asylum 
seekers especially of Muslim background. M y 
father came to this country by boat during 

the good old Howard era. I am sure you are 
aware of the 11 huge ships (full of minor 
offenders not refugees and asylum seekers) 
that came to this great country on January 
26th 1788 which we proudly call Australia 
Day. The policies by the Turnbull 
government have definitely criminalized 
those seeking refuge from wars. Comments 
by the Immigration M inister regarding 
refugees definitely made me realize that I am 
viewed as an illegal in this country. It is 
absolutely shocking, the lies and dirty politics 
being played in this country, especially 
towards Muslims. 

When Europe was in the dark ages 
stoning people to death, buying paradise keys 
from priests, or viewing divorce as adultery 
(still so in the Catholic Church); Muslims 
were setting the foundation stones of the 
sciences and translating Latin works into 
Arabic, which the Europeans took back after 
the crusades. This led to the enlightenment 
and separation of church and state. Those 
who are arguing that an enlightenment or 
reformation needs to happen in Islam fail to 
realize that Islam was a revolutionary idea for 
the Arabs and the world. Let?s not forget that 
the greatest massacres or clashes between 
religions happened during World War Two in 
Europe in a Christian majority Germany. 
The Jews are having a great time in their 
current homeland of Israel which was 
Palestinian land and Muslims are fine with 
co-existing. 

The two things keeping Islam alive 
today are firstly its idea of Oneness of God 
(God is the Abrahamic God; some english 
translations deliberately have it as Allah to 
signify it as an Arab God, it?s the oneness of 
Abrahamic God) and secondly the media?s 
favorite word Jihad as a way of keeping their 
land. BUT, the media never bother to tell 
you the full meaning of the term Jihad. It is 
an Islamic legal term which basically can be 

translated to ?Struggle?. There are two forms 
of struggle quoted from the Prophet 
M ohammad, the lessor struggle and the 
greater struggle. The lessor struggle is 
defensive war. That is defending yourself in 
self-defence, so when America invades Iraq 
and stays there too long it is permitted under 
Islamic law to defend your lands. So that?s 
why you get the Taliban and Iraqi Insurgent 
groups. They are considered terrorist groups 
by us in the West, but they are viewed as local 
heroes protecting local communities from 
aggressors. Groups killing innocent people 
such as Al-Qaeda and ISIS and any other 
thugs and criminals are not performing 
defensive war Jihad because that is not acting 
in self-defense. Any aggressor is not a Muslim 
under Islamic Law. The greater Jihad which 
the media won?t tell you, is maintaining 
peace and being spiritual, which most 
Muslims practice. 

H ardline nationalists making fun of 
religious minorities only create more hatred 
and fast track radicalisation. If the goal is to 
improve women?s rights then there are far 
more important issues facing the nation than 
the few hundreds who choose to wear or may 
be forced to wear the Burqa. Issues like 
domestic violence, sexual assault of mostly 
female students at universities and elsewhere, 
and the general culture of how women are 
viewed in popular media (whether it's Fifty 
Shades of Gray or the Adult Industry). The 
fact that hookup culture is emerging as young 
as those in Years 7 and 8 of school  is as much 
worrying as teen brides and child marriages 
in poorer countries. And the surprising fact 
that most women voted for Donald Trump 
even after his abusive and sexist comments 
towards women  when they had a choice of 
voting for a female president. 
Qodratullah Sultani is a Second Year JD  
Student 


